NANOEMULSIONS

EXPLAINED

Increased
bioavailability for
faster and more
predictable
effects

WHAT ARE OIL NANOEMULSIONS?
Tiny droplets of oil dispersed in water that won’t separate because of their small size and the addition of stabilizing emulsifiers into
the solution. Emulsifiers cover the oil droplets in a water-loving coat, allowing the oil and water to remain in suspension. We use
all-natural food-grade plant-derived emulsifiers.
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Oil and water don’t mix - when
stirred, they will separate after a
given amount of time

Kinetic energy (shaking) can
generate smaller droplets of oil,
which slows down separation

Ultrasound waves are used to produce droplets 10 x
smaller than emulsion droplets, and emulsifying ingredients are added to stabilize the solution

HOW DO NANOEMULSIONS WORK?
Cannabinoids (THC & CBD) dissolve in fats and oils, but not directly into water, making it difficult for the body to absorb them. The
tiny droplets of cannabis oil found in nanoemulsions have a high surface area per unit of volume, making it easier for the molecules
to absorb into the bloodstream - this is called "increased bioavailability." Nanoemulsions, therefore, have faster and more predictable effects.

OILS & EDIBLES

VS.
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Standard cannabis oil and edible products have relatively large oil droplets,
which are hard for the body to absorb

The cannabis oil is separated into tiny
droplets and dispersed into water using
emulsifiers to stabilize the solution

Many of the ingested molecules travel
from the gut straight to the liver, where
they’re altered, resulting in undesirable
effects

The tiny droplets makes it easier for the
cannabinoids carried in the oil to rapidly cross the mouth membrane and gut
wall for dispersal into the bloodstream,
avoiding alteration in the liver

The oil droplets that remain in the gut still
have to cross into the water-based
bloodstream and then through the fatty
outer membrane of human cells – resulting in low bioavailability

A recent study* showed that nanoemulsion formulation can increase cannabinoid absorption by 65% compared to
standard cannabis oils and edibles
“Development of a Novel Nanoemulsion Formulation to Improve Intestinal
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